
The aim of this document is to show how STAR Early Literacy, STAR Reading and 

Accelerated Reader can be used to address the Programme of Study for Reading at 

KS1. The text in black comes directly from the DfE (we have added the bold text) 

and comments etc. from us are in blue. 

 

Reading The programmes of study for reading at key stages 1 and 2 consist of two 

dimensions:  

word reading  

comprehension (both listening and reading).  

It is essential that teaching focuses on developing pupils’ competence in both 

dimensions; different kinds of teaching are needed for each.  

Skilled word reading involves both the speedy working out of the pronunciation of 

unfamiliar printed words (decoding) and the speedy recognition of familiar printed 

words. Underpinning both is the understanding that the letters on the page represent 

the sounds in spoken words. This is why phonics should be emphasised in the early 

teaching of reading to beginners (i.e. unskilled readers) when they start school.  

Good comprehension draws from linguistic knowledge (in particular of 

vocabulary and grammar) and on knowledge of the world. Comprehension skills 

develop through pupils’ experience of high-quality discussion with the 

teacher, as well as from reading and discussing a range of stories, poems and non-

fiction.  



 

The skills sets measured by STAR Early Literacy are – 
 

1. Alphabetic Principle (AP)—Knowledge of letter names, alphabetic letter 
sequence and the sounds associated with letters. (the understanding that the 
letters on the page represent the sounds in spoken words) 
 

2. Concept of Word (CW)—Understanding of print concepts regarding written 
word length and word borders and the difference between words and letters. 
(the speedy recognition of familiar printed words) 
 

 
3. Visual Discrimination (VS)—Differentiating both upper- and lowercase 

letters, identifying words that are different and matching words that are the 
same. (the understanding that the letters on the page represent the sounds in 
spoken words and the speedy recognition of familiar printed words) 
 
 

4. Phonemic Awareness (PA)—Understanding of rhyming words, ability to 
blend and segment word parts and phonemes, isolating and manipulating 
initial, final, and medial phonemes and identifying the sounds in consonant 
blend. (the speedy working out of the pronunciation of unfamiliar printed 
words) 
 

5.  Phonics (PH)—Understanding of short, long, variant vowels and other vowel 
sounds, initial and final consonants, consonant blends and digraphs, 
consonant and vowel substitution and identification of rhyming words and 
sounds in word families. (working out of the pronunciation of unfamiliar printed 
words, decoding) 
 

6.  Structural Analysis (SA)—Understanding affixes and syllable patterns in 
decoding and identification of compound words.(working out of the 
pronunciation of unfamiliar printed words, decoding) 
 
 

7. Vocabulary (VO)—Knowledge of high-frequency words, regular and irregular 
sight words, multi-meaning words and words used to describe categorical 
relationships, position words, synonyms and antonyms. (in particular of 
vocabulary and grammar) 
 

8.  Sentence-Level Comprehension (SC)—Identification of words in context. 
(linguistic knowledge) 
 

9. Paragraph-Level Comprehension (PC)—Identification of the main topic of 
text and ability to answer literal and inferential questions after listening to or 
reading text. (pupils’ experience of high-quality discussion with the teacher) 

 



STAR Early Literacy was designed for regular assessment of literacy skills and 
concepts. Although intended primarily for use from Reception to Year 3, it may be 
used to assess any pupil who is not yet an independent reader. Because pupils vary 
widely in age at the reception level, teachers should exercise discretion when using 
STAR Early Literacy with this population. In the research and development of STAR 
Early Literacy, children three and four Years of age took the test and most attained 
Scaled Scores well above the minimum level. Because successful test administration 
requires the ability to use the mouse or keyboard to select answers to test questions, 
children who are not successful in the hands-on exercise section of STAR Early 
Literacy should not be encouraged to take the assessment section. 
 
Once pupils have sufficient skills to read basic books they can move on to use 

Accelerated Reader. Reading practice must be at the right level of difficulty or Zone 

of Proximal Development in order to promote growth. Normally teachers will obtain 

this information when pupils take an initial STAR Reading Assessment. But if pupils 

do not have the necessary skills to take a STAR Reading assessment this does not 

preclude them from using AR. 

All pupils must be encouraged to read widely across both fiction and non-fiction 

to develop their knowledge of themselves and the world in which they live, to 

establish an appreciation and love of reading, and to gain knowledge across the 

curriculum.  

Reading widely and often increases pupils’ vocabulary because they 
encounter words they would rarely hear or use in everyday speech. Reading 

also feeds pupils’ imagination and opens up a treasure-house of wonder and joy for 

curious young minds.  

It is essential that, by the end of their primary education, all pupils are able to 

read fluently, and with confidence, in any subject in their forthcoming 

secondary education. 

 

School curriculum  

The programmes of study for English are set out Year-by-Year for key stage 1 and 

two Yearly for key stage 2.  

Key stage 1 – Year 1  

During Year 1, teachers should build on work from the Early Years Foundation 

Stage, making sure that pupils can sound and blend unfamiliar printed words quickly 

and accurately using the phonic knowledge and skills that they have already learnt.  

Teachers should also ensure that pupils continue to learn new grapheme-phoneme 

correspondences (GPCs) and revise and consolidate those learnt earlier. The 

understanding that the letter(s) on the page represent the sounds in spoken words 



should underpin pupils’ reading and spelling of all words. This includes common 
words containing unusual GPCs. The term ‘common exception words’ is used 
throughout the programmes of study for such words. Alongside this knowledge of 

GPCs, pupils need to develop the skill of blending the sounds into words for reading 

and establish the habit of applying this skill whenever they encounter new words.  

The assessment of early reading skills is established by STAR Early Literacy. The 

system will report which areas need to be developed. 

This will be supported by practice in reading books consistent with their developing 

phonic knowledge and skill and their knowledge of common exception words. At the 

same time they will need to hear, share and discuss a wide range of high quality 

books to develop a love of reading and broaden their vocabulary.  

If teachers are working with very young pupils, the teacher needs to ensure that the 

book level for reading practice is right for each pupil. 

Emergent readers typically begin by listening to books which are read to them. In 

time they can read together with a more experienced reader. Eventually they begin 

to read independently. Reading practice utilising AR can be a mix of these three 

reading practice types.  

Pupils’ reading experiences start with them listening to books that are read to them 

(T). In order to ensure the pupils have an understanding of the content, characters 

and plot within the book AR can be used to check their comprehension. Since the 

book was read to them, pupils can also have the quiz questions and alternatives 

read to them. 

As their word attack skills develop they can read with others (W). As their skills in 

reading develop their comprehension skills can also be checked. The quiz can be 

read with them too. 

Eventually pupils will be able to read independently on their own (O). By this stage 

their comprehension skills will also be honed so they can take the AR quizzes 

independently too. 

Pupils should be helped to read words without overt sounding and blending after a 

few encounters. Those who are slow to develop this skill should have extra practice.  

Pupils entering Year 1 who have not yet met the early learning goals for literacy 

should continue to follow their school’s curriculum for the Early Years Foundation 

Stage to develop their word reading, spelling and language skills.  

Again this can be assessed using STAR Early Literacy. The system will report which 

areas need to be developed. Pupils can be grouped for support and assessment. 

 



However, these pupils should follow the Year 1 programme of study in terms of the 

books they listen to and discuss, so that they develop their vocabulary and 

understanding of grammar, as well as their knowledge more generally across the 

curriculum.  

One of the most powerful features of STAR Early Literacy is its ability to function as 
a diagnostic assessment. The program can 

 identify a pupil’s specific areas of strength and weakness 
 determine any difficulties that a pupil may have in learning to read 
 identify the potential cause of the difficulties 
 help teachers determine appropriate reading intervention strategies 

If they are still struggling to decode and spell, they need to be taught to do this 

urgently through a rigorous and systematic phonics programme so that they catch up 

rapidly.  

Again the relative success of this programme of support can be assessed using SEL. 

The system will remember which items have been asked and will ensure that the 

same question is not repeated for at least 90 days. 

Teachers should ensure that their teaching develops pupils’ oral vocabulary as well 
as their ability to understand and use a variety of grammatical structures, giving 

particular support to pupils whose oral language skills are insufficiently developed. 

Year 1 programme of study Reading – word reading  

Statutory requirements  

Pupils should be taught to:  

* apply phonic knowledge and skills as the route to decode words  

Assessed in SEL within Phonics (PH)—Understanding of short, long, variant 

vowels and other vowel sounds, initial and final consonants, consonant blends and 

digraphs, consonant and vowel substitution and identification of rhyming words and 

sounds in word families. 

* respond speedily with the correct sound to graphemes (letters or groups of letters) 

for all 40+ phonemes, including, where applicable, alternative sounds for graphemes  

Assessed in SEL within Visual Discrimination (VS)—Differentiating both upper- 
and lowercase letters, identifying words that are different and matching words that 
are the same. 
Alphabetic Principle (AP)—Knowledge of letter names, alphabetic letter sequence 
and the sounds associated with letters. 
 

* read accurately by blending sounds in unfamiliar words containing GPCs that have 

been taught  



Assessed in SEL within Phonemic Awareness (PA)—Understanding of rhyming 
words, ability to blend and segment word parts and phonemes, isolating and 
manipulating initial, final, and medial phonemes and identifying the sounds in 
consonant blend. 
 

* read common exception words, noting unusual correspondences between spelling 

and sound and where these occur in the word  

Assessed in SEL within Vocabulary (VO)—Knowledge of high-frequency words, 
regular and irregular sight words, multi-meaning words and words used to describe 
categorical relationships, position words, synonyms and antonyms. 
 

 

* read words containing taught GPCs and –s, –es, –ing, –ed, –er and –est endings  

Assessed in SEL within Phonemic Awareness (PA)—Understanding of rhyming 
words, ability to blend and segment word parts and phonemes, isolating and 
manipulating initial, final, and medial phonemes and identifying the sounds in 
consonant blend. 
 

* read other words of more than one syllable that contain taught GPCs  

Assessed in SEL within Structural Analysis (SA)—Understanding affixes and 

syllable patterns in decoding and identification of compound words. 

* read words with contractions [for example, I’m, I’ll, we’ll], and understand that the 
apostrophe represents the omitted letter(s)  

Assessed in SEL within Structural Analysis (SA)—Understanding affixes and 

syllable patterns in decoding and identification of compound words. 

* read aloud accurately books that are consistent with their developing phonic 

knowledge and that do not require them to use other strategies to work out words  

Assessed in SEL across the range of skills 

* re-read these books to build up their fluency and confidence in word reading. 

Assessed in SEL across the range of skills 

Reporting the Assessments 

The Diagnostic–Report (also called the Student Diagnostic Report Skill Set Scores) 
is the ideal way to identify pupils’ strengths and weaknesses. It displays Scaled 
Scores and reading development stage classifications for individual pupils and 
categorises all Skill Set Scores into a table of strengths and weaknesses in each of 
the ten literacy sub-domains. By referring to this report, teachers can develop 



teaching and learning strategies that capitalise on pupils’ strengths and help pupils 
overcome their weaknesses. 
 
A related report, the Score Distribution Report, is a class-level summary of pupils’ 
skills. It shows the number of pupils in each of four score categories for the 41 Skill 
Set Scores provided by STAR Early Literacy UK. The Score Distribution Report 
allows teachers to group pupils for teaching by the skills that need improvement so 
that instruction can be both efficient and effective. 
 

Notes and guidance (non-statutory)  

Pupils should revise and consolidate the GPCs and the common exception words 

taught in Reception.  

As soon as they can read words comprising the Year 1 GPCs accurately and 

speedily, they should move on to the Year 2 programme of study for word reading. 

The number, order and choice of exception words taught will vary according to the 

phonics programme being used. Ensuring that pupils are aware of the GPCs they 

contain, however unusual these are, supports spelling later. Young readers 

encounter words that they have not seen before much more frequently than 

experienced readers do, and they may not know the meaning of some of these. 

Practice at reading such words by sounding and blending can provide opportunities 

not only for pupils to develop confidence in their decoding skills, but also for teachers 

to explain the meaning and thus develop pupils’ vocabulary. 

Again these skills can be assessed using SEL. The system will remember which 

items have been asked and will ensure that the same question is not repeated for at 

least 90 days. 

Notes and guidance (non-statutory) Pupils should be taught how to read words with 

suffixes by being helped to build on the root words that they can read already. Pupils’ 
reading and re-reading of books that are closely matched to their developing phonic 

knowledge and knowledge of common exception words supports their fluency, as 

well as increasing their confidence in their reading skills. Fluent word reading greatly 

assists comprehension, especially when pupils come to read longer books. 

Reading – comprehension Statutory requirements Pupils should be taught to:  

* develop pleasure in reading, motivation to read, vocabulary and understanding by:  

* listening to and discussing a wide range of poems, stories and non-fiction at a level 

beyond that at which they can read independently  

* being encouraged to link what they read or hear read to their own experiences  

* becoming very familiar with key stories, fairy stories and traditional tales, retelling 

them and considering their particular characteristics  



* recognising and joining in with predictable phrases  

* learning to appreciate rhymes and poems, and to recite some by heart  

* discussing word meanings, linking new meanings to those already known  

* understand both the books they can already read accurately and fluently and those 

they listen to by:  

* drawing on what they already know or on background information and vocabulary 

provided by the teacher  

* checking that the text makes sense to them as they read and correcting inaccurate 

reading  

* discussing the significance of the title and events  

* making inferences on the basis of what is being said and done  

* predicting what might happen on the basis of what has been read so far  

* participate in discussion about what is read to them, taking turns and listening to 

what others say  

* explain clearly their understanding of what is read to them. 

Pupils’ can develop these skills by listening to books that are read to them (T). In 

order to ensure the pupils have an understanding of the content, characters and plot 

within the book AR can be used to check their comprehension. Since the book was 

read to them, pupils can also have the quiz questions and alternatives read to them. 

This can become a whole class or group activity where pupils work in small groups 

to discuss the quiz items and agree on a correct answer. The teacher can select the 

answers agreed by the pupils as a group and get feedback from AR. 

Notes and guidance (non-statutory) Pupils should have extensive experience of 

listening to, sharing and discussing a wide range of high-quality books with the 

teacher, other adults and each other to engender a love of reading at the same time 

as they are reading independently.  

Pupils’ vocabulary should be developed when they listen to books read aloud and 
when they discuss what they have heard. Such vocabulary can also feed into their 

writing. Knowing the meaning of more words increases pupils’ chances of 
understanding when they read by themselves.  

The meaning of some new words should be introduced to pupils before they start to 

read on their own, so that these unknown words do not hold up their comprehension. 

However, once pupils have already decoded words successfully, the meaning of 



those that are new to them can be discussed with them, so contributing to 

developing their early skills of inference.  

By listening frequently to stories, poems and non-fiction that they cannot yet read for 

themselves, pupils begin to understand how written language can be structured in 

order, for example, to build surprise in narratives or to present facts in non-fiction. 

Listening to and discussing information books and other non-fiction establishes the 

foundations for their learning in other subjects.  

Pupils should be shown some of the processes for finding out information. Through 

listening, pupils also start to learn how language sounds and increase their 

vocabulary and awareness of grammatical structures. In due course, they will be 

able to draw on such grammar in their own writing.  

Rules for effective discussions should be agreed with and demonstrated for pupils. 

They should help to develop and evaluate them, with the expectation that everyone 

takes part. Pupils should be helped to consider the opinions of others. Role-play can 

help pupils to identify with and explore characters and to try out the language they 

have listened to. 

Key stage 1 – Year 2  

By the beginning of Year 2, pupils should be able to read all common graphemes. 

They should be able to read unfamiliar words containing these graphemes, 

accurately and without undue hesitation, by sounding them out in books that are 

matched closely to each pupil’s level of word reading knowledge. They should also 
be able to read many common words containing GPCs taught so far [for example, 

shout, hand, stop, or dream], without needing to blend the sounds out loud first. 

Pupils’ reading of common exception words [for example, you, could, many, or 
people], should be secure. Pupils will increase their fluency by being able to read 

these words easily and automatically. Finally, pupils should be able to retell some 

familiar stories that have been read to and discussed with them or that they have 

acted out during Year 1.  

The basic reading skills can be assessed still using STAR Early Literacy. The system 

will report which areas need to be developed. Pupils can be grouped for support and 

assessment. 

By Year 2 some pupils will be showing that they are able to read independently. 

 

STAR Early Literacy score reports include a classification of the student into one of 
three literacy classifications or reading development stages based on the Scaled 
Score. Students with Scaled Scores below 675 are classified as “Emergent 
Readers”, those with scores from 675 through 774 are classified as “Transitional 
Readers” and those scoring 775 and above are classified as “Probable Readers”. 



The cut points for these three classifications are competency-based. To be classified 
as a Transitional Reader, a student needs to have mastered specific skills that are 
represented in the STAR Early Literacy item bank. Similarly, to be classified as a 
Probable Reader, mastery of higher-level skills must be apparent. 
 
By Year 2, as their word attack skills develop pupils can read with others (W). As 

their skills in reading develop their comprehension skills can also be checked. The 

quizzes in Accelerated Reader can be read with them too. 

Eventually pupils will be able to read independently on their own (O). By this stage 

their comprehension skills will also be honed so they can take the AR quizzes 

independently too. 

As pupils progress through Year 2 more and more will become independent readers 

and will be able to use AR on their own. SEL can still be used to track skills if 

teachers feel it is needed. 

During Year 2, teachers should continue to focus on establishing pupils’ accurate 
and speedy word reading skills. They should also make sure that pupils listen to 

(read to and with) and discuss (in small groups) a wide range of stories, poems, 

plays and information books; this should include whole books. The sooner that pupils 

can read well and do so frequently, the sooner they will be able to increase their 

vocabulary, comprehension and their knowledge across the wider curriculum. (this 

achieved through AR use) 

For pupils who do not have the phonic knowledge and skills they need for Year 2, 

teachers should use the Year 1 programmes of study for word reading and spelling 

so that pupils’ word reading skills catch up. (assess this with SEL) However, 

teachers should use the Year 2 programme of study for comprehension so that these 

pupils hear and talk about new books, poems, other writing, and vocabulary with the 

rest of the class. (Read TWO for whole class or group work) 

 

Year 2 programme of study Reading – word reading  

Statutory requirements Pupils should be taught to:  

* continue to apply phonic knowledge and skills as the route to decode words until 

automatic decoding has become embedded and reading is fluent  

* read accurately by blending the sounds in words that contain the graphemes taught 

so far, especially recognising alternative sounds for graphemes  

* read accurately words of two or more syllables that contain the same graphemes 

as above  

* read words containing common suffixes  



* read further common exception words, noting unusual correspondences between 

spelling and sound and where these occur in the word  

* read most words quickly and accurately, without overt sounding and blending, 

when they have been frequently encountered  

* read aloud books closely matched to their improving phonic knowledge, sounding 

out unfamiliar words accurately, automatically and without undue hesitation  

* re-read these books to build up their fluency and confidence in word reading. 

Notes and guidance (non-statutory)  

Pupils should revise and consolidate the GPCs and the common exception words 

taught in Year 1. The exception words taught will vary slightly, depending on the 

phonics programme being used. As soon as pupils can read words comprising the 

Year 2 GPCs accurately and speedily, they should move on to the Years 3 and 4 

programme of study for word reading.  

When pupils are taught how to read longer words, they should be shown syllable 

boundaries and how to read each syllable separately before they combine them to 

read the word.  

Pupils should be taught how to read suffixes by building on the root words that they 

have already learnt. The whole suffix should be taught as well as the letters that 

make it up.  

Pupils who are still at the early stages of learning to read should have ample practice 

in reading books that are closely matched (check from ZPD given in STAR Reading 

Report) to their developing phonic knowledge and knowledge of common exception 

words. As soon as the decoding of most regular words and common exception 

words is embedded fully, the range of books that pupils can read independently will 

expand rapidly.  

Pupils should have opportunities to exercise choice in selecting books and be taught 

how to do so. (This is integral to AR) 

Reading – comprehension Statutory requirements Pupils should be taught to:  

* develop pleasure in reading, motivation to read, vocabulary and understanding by:  

* listening to, discussing and expressing views about a wide range of contemporary 

and classic poetry, stories and non-fiction at a level beyond that at which they can 

read independently (Read TWO) 

* discussing the sequence of events in books and how items of information are 

related  



* becoming increasingly familiar with and retelling a wider range of stories, fairy 

stories and traditional tales  

* being introduced to non-fiction books that are structured in different ways  

* recognising simple recurring literary language in stories and poetry  

* discussing and clarifying the meanings of words, linking new meanings to known 

vocabulary * discussing their favourite words and phrases  

* continuing to build up a repertoire of poems learnt by heart, appreciating these and 

reciting some, with appropriate intonation to make the meaning clear  

* understand both the books that they can already read accurately and fluently and 

those that they listen to by:  

* drawing on what they already know or on background information and vocabulary 

provided by the teacher  

* checking that the text makes sense to them as they read and correcting inaccurate 

reading  

* making inferences on the basis of what is being said and done  

* answering and asking questions  

* predicting what might happen on the basis of what has been read so far  

* participate in discussion about books, poems and other works that are read to them 

and those that they can read for themselves, taking turns and listening to what 

others say  

* explain and discuss their understanding of books, poems and other material, both 

those that they listen to and those that they read for themselves. 

Notes and guidance (non-statutory)  

Pupils should be encouraged to read all the words in a sentence and to do this 

accurately, so that their understanding of what they read is not hindered by 

imprecise decoding (for example, by reading ‘place’ instead of ‘palace’).  

English – key stages 1 and 2   

Notes and guidance (non-statutory)  

Pupils should monitor what they read, checking that the word they have decoded fits 

in with what else they have read and makes sense in the context of what they 

already know about the topic. The meaning of new words should be explained to 

pupils within the context of what they are reading, and they should be encouraged to 

use morphology (such as prefixes) to work out unknown words.  



Pupils should learn about cause and effect in both narrative and non-fiction (for 

example, what has prompted a character’s behaviour in a story; why certain dates 
are commemorated annually). ‘Thinking aloud’ when reading to pupils may help 
them to understand what skilled readers do.  

Deliberate steps should be taken to increase pupils’ vocabulary and their awareness 

of grammar so that they continue to understand the differences between spoken and 

written language. Discussion should be demonstrated to pupils. They should be 

guided to participate in it and they should be helped to consider the opinions of 

others.  

They should receive feedback on their discussions. Role-play and other drama 

techniques can help pupils to identify with and explore characters. In these ways, 

they extend their understanding of what they read and have opportunities to try out 

the language they have listened to. 


